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Significance of Amavasya
Objective:- I have seen many people who have been undergoing many problems in their
life due to un-awareness of Amavasya and importance of ancestors. I believe that this
article will be definitely eye opener to them to understand the value of parents soul,
ancestors, significance of Amavasya and Pitru Paksh.

Overview :- Veda’s and purana’s are saying that there are many boons which can give by
our parents soul and ancestors that are not possible by even Gods. All the Vedas are saying
that Mother, Father, Teacher and God. They give 1st preference to our parents only as we
first see the world from our beloved Mother and brought up with the help of father. I have
seen in many cases whoever is treating their parents with great dignity and respect and
perform the prayers regularly after their demise. They are really doing well in the life and
their next generation is also happy. Request you not to fall prey with some of the pundits or
astrologers that they would perform prayers on behalf of you due to your un-availability.
You need to do it regularly for your parents if your parents already expired.
Synopsis:-We need food to run our day to day life. Do you know even after their demise,
our parent’s soul revolves our house? They need food only one day in a month. Parents in
the form of soul are longing to get til tharpanam on the day of Amavasya. Can’t you
dedicate few hour’s for them as they have done lot of sacrifices and brought to you at this
level? Moreover, their souls are crying when their children are struggling in the life. When
some of your astrologer said that Pitru Shabh and ask you to perform the prayers, you first
introspect yourself whether am I performing the prayer regularly? Do I need to start now?
Furthermore, your parents will not curse you for not performing the prayers but your
ancestors may felt un-happy with your action which will become Pitru Shabh. Our parent’s
soul will never let us down and always protect us.
Many people told me that they have gone to Bodh Gaya, Ganga, Rameshwaram and
Varanasi and performed the prayer once due to their time constraint? Pls. note that your
problems will not resolve by just doing one-time prayer at the above holy places. You need
to dedicate time for them and perform it regularly and call the Pandit and do it in generic
way for their annual death anniversary. My dear friends by not doing this, you are creating
sin to your next generation.
As per Vedas, whoever is performing the sandhya Vandhanam [Nithya Karma] and regularly
doing the prayers to their demise parents and ancestors it will protect their next 3
generation. Do you want permanent solution for your day to day problems? Do you want
your next 3 generation will be happy then pls. go ahead immediately?
In South India, why most of the people start their new ventures and auspicious things on
Amavasya because they get blessing’s from their ancestors. Do you think by not performing
the prayers for them and just starting the auspicious things make sense? No it does not.
First let us correct it at the root level.
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Conclusion:I humbly dedicated this article to my father and my ancestors who have guided me to come
up this article. I believe that I have given enough information about the significance of
Ancestors and Amavasya. Request you pls. do it regularly and get the blessings of your
parents & ancestors. Parent’s soul and Ancestors bless all!!
For those who have parents with you, pls. treat them with great dignity and respect.
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